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Introduction: Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is a common condition
with disabling symptoms that is diagnosed and effectively treated at the bedside.
Our encounter with patients experiencing prolonged BPPV who may not have
received appropriate physical therapy prompted us to explore barriers to the
diagnosis and treatment for BPPV among physical therapists, which has not
been extensively investigated. We hypothesize that a potential barrier may be a
lack of understanding of subtle symptoms of BPPV that deviate from the
classical presentation. The gold standard for diagnosing definite BPPV is
subjective dizziness or vertigo with nystagmus in response to positional testing.
There are variants of BPPV including subjective BPPV (subjective dizziness or
vertigo without nystagmus) and vestibular agnosia (nystagmus without subjective
dizziness or vertigo) that do not meet the diagnostic criteria for definite BPPV
but are equally responsive to the same repositioning maneuvers. The purpose of
this project was to survey physical therapists for their understanding of BPPV
including subjective BPPV and vestibular agnosia.
Methods: A panel of experts created a 16-question survey, designed for physical
therapists, with three categories: (1), inquiring if they treat persons with BPPV, (2)
three clinical vignettes for definite BPPV, subjective BPPV, and BPPV with
vestibular agnosia, and (3) demographic information. Data collection occurred at
two large physical therapy meetings, one of which was a national professional
meeting and the other was a professional continuing medical education course
geared towards advancing vestibular rehabilitation skills.
Results: There were 426 people who completed the survey, 364 of whom treat
BPPV in their practice. In the first clinical vignette created to assess the
respondents’ understanding of definite BPPV, 229 (62%) of respondents would
always assess a patient for BPPV based on complaints of a “room spinning”
vertigo from head movement. When asked if the complaint was lingering
“lightheadedness or feelings of imbalance” from head movement, only 158 (43%)
reported they would perform positional testing to reassess. In the BPPV variant
vignettes, 187 (51%) identified the patient with subjective BPPV as having BPPV
and 305 (85%) identified the patient with vestibular agnosia as having BPPV.
Discussion: The results of this survey demonstrate gaps in knowledge regarding
BPPV across practice settings and experience, with opportunities to bridge these
gaps to improve treatment for BPPV.
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Introduction

Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV) has a lifetime

prevalence of 2.4% and is the most common diagnosis for recurrent

dizziness or vertigo (1). BPPV is a mechanical inner ear disorder

caused by displaced otoconia in the semicircular canal(s) (2).

Classic symptoms reported with BPPV include vertigo—a room-

spinning sensation of dizziness- with a change in head position

often with associated gait instability and nausea (3). Transient

subjective dizziness or vertigo with nystagmus in the plane of the

involved semicircular canals from positional testing are diagnostic

of definite BPPV (2). If left untreated, BPPV is correlated with a

decrease in activities of daily living scores, an increased rate of

falling, and increased rates of depression (3–6). According to the

American Academy of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery

(AAHN) 2018 Clinical Practice Guidelines and recommendations

by the American Academy of Neurology, positional tests are the

gold standard for diagnosing BPPV, with strong recommendations

for treating BPPV with canalith repositioning maneuvers (3, 7).

The criteria for definite BPPV include transient subjective

positional dizziness or vertigo and positional nystagmus

corresponding to the plane of the semicircular canal that is tested.

There are two alternate variants of BPPV that do not meet the

criteria for definite BPPV: subjective BPPV and BPPV with

vestibular agnosia (8, 9). Patients with subjective BPPV report

dizziness or vertigo in response to positional testing but do not

have the corresponding positional nystagmus (8, 10–17). Patients

with vestibular agnosia have the correct nystagmus pattern in the

positional test but do not report any symptoms of dizziness (9, 18, 19).

Although other healthcare providers including neurologists,

otolaryngologists, primary care physicians, and audiologists

receive training in the diagnosis and management of BPPV,

patients with BPPV are routinely referred for physical therapy.

Diagnosing and treating BPPV is within the Physical Therapy

Guide To Practice, which was compiled by the American

Physical Therapy Association as a resource describing physical

therapy practice and is used as the guideline for developing

physical therapy curriculum (20). Diagnosing and management

of BPPV is a skill all physical therapists are exposed to in their

entry level education. Yet, we have encountered patients who

suffered prolonged symptoms from BPPV despite physical

therapy. We hypothesized that one of the potential barriers may

be limited understanding of subtle manifestations of BPPV. The

aim of this study was to test our hypothesis by assessing the

current understanding within the physical therapy community of

definite BPPV, subjective BPPV, and BPPV with vestibular

agnosia. We also examined if the survey responses correlated

with practice settings or clinical experience.
Methods

A panel of experts developed the survey with Qualtrics

(Qualtrics, Provo, UT) to explore the familiarity of physical

therapists with BPPV and its variants. The panel included four

members in academic tertiary medical centers in metropolitan
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areas with a large referral base: two physical therapists, a vestibular

neurologist, and a research assistant. The University of Pittsburgh

Biomedical IRB approved the study (STUDY23020028). All

respondents provided consent to complete the survey (Appendix).

There were three sections with a total of 16 questions. The first

section asked if the physical therapist treats patients with BPPV and,

if they do not, to whom they would refer the patient. The second

section had three short case vignettes on definite BPPV, subjective

BPPV, and BPPV with vestibular agnosia. The third section

included demographic information. Questions in the second

section on clinical vignettes probed how likely the therapists were

to perform the correct positional testing on a 5-point Likert scale:

never, sometimes, about half the time, most of the time, and

always. The triggers in the vignettes involved head movement in

the vertical plane to implicate the posterior semicircular canals, for

which the Dix-Hallpike positional testing should be performed.

For the clinical vignettes addressing the subtle presentations the

respondents answered the clinical questions with what diagnosis

they thought the patient presented with: Functional Dizziness (e.g.,

Persistent Postural Perceptual Dizziness, Mal de Debarquement

Syndrome), vestibular migraine, BPPV, or unable to make a

physical therapy diagnosis. If the respondent answered, “I am

unable to make a physical therapy diagnosis”, they then answered

a series of follow-up questions including “If you are unable to

make a physical therapy diagnosis, what would you do?” with

answers including recommend Meclizine/Dramamine, perform

repositioning exercise as dictated by the involved canal, or refer

out to another provider. Any respondent who answered “refer out

to another provider” then selected which specialty they would

refer the patient to.

The final section of the survey included demographic

information, including current practice setting and length of time

working as a physical therapist. Respondents completed the

survey via QR code at two large physical therapy conferences

with physical therapists and physical therapy students from

across the United States and from varying practice settings.

Descriptive statistics were completed on the entire sample. Sub-

analyses were conducted based on years of practice as a physical

therapist and practice area. T-tests were calculated to assess

differences between physical therapists with ≤11 years of

experience versus those with >11 years of experience. Kruskal-

Wallis test statistics were calculated to assess for differences in

response rate based on clinical practice settings. All statistical

analyses were completed with SPSS (Version 27.0), with α = 0.05

used for the level of significance.
Results

There were 426 people who completed the survey. Table 1

demonstrates the areas of practice for those who completed

the survey. The average number of years for those who do not

treat people with BPPV was 7 years and those who treat

people with BPPV was 11 years. For those that treat BPPV in

their practice, there were 364 clinicians with a mean of 11

years of practice experience. Respondents who treat BPPV
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Demographics of the physical therapists and physical therapist
students who completed the BPPV survey.

Physical therapists
and physical
therapist students
who completed
the survey

Frequency (percentage)

426

Practice setting Percentage of the
sample who do not
treat patients with

BPPV (n = 62)

Percentage of the
sample who treat
persons with BPPV

(n = 364)
Academic/Research 8 (13%) 10 (3%)

Acute care 5 (9%) 50 (14%)

Home health 6 (10%) 7 (2%)

Inpatient rehabilitation 4 (5%) 39 (10%)

Oncology 1 (1%) 0 (0%)

Outpatient neurologic/
vestibular

1 (1%) 152 (42%)

Outpatient orthopedics 3 (5%) 74 (21%)

Pediatrics 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Sports 0 (0%) 3 (1%)

Skilled nursing facility 1 (1%) 1 (1%)

Women’s health 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

In school 33 (53%) 24 (6%)

Harrell et al. 10.3389/fresc.2023.1228453
came from clinical practice areas including academics, acute

care, home health, inpatient rehabilitation, outpatient

neurological/vestibular, outpatient orthopedic, skilled nursing,

sports, and students within the survey respondents. In the

group of respondents who do not treat BPPV (n = 60), see

Table 1, there was a similar range of practice settings
FIGURE 1

Responses from the first clinical vignette “A 65-year-old male presents to your
of bed, looking up and down, walking, and physical activities in general. Would
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represented and there was also one respondent who works in

an oncology setting.

The first clinical vignette investigated the respondents’

understanding of definite BPPV and their likelihood to perform

positional testing to correctly diagnose the condition. Seen in

Figure 1, 229 (62%) of respondents would always perform

positional testing, with 111 (31%) who would perform positional

testing most of the time. The respondents were asked if they

would reassess the same patient for BPPV at a return visit if the

symptoms reported included “off balance and non-spinning

dizziness” in response to the same positional triggers, which would

suggest subjective BPPV with residual debris (Figure 2). Only 158

(43%) of the respondents said they would always reassess the

above patient for BPPV, and 100 (27%) responded that they

would reassess most of the time. While there was a decrease in the

number of responses who would always screen this patient for

BPPV, it was not significant (t = 2.13, p = 0.49, d = 0.15). When

the respondents’ answers were analyzed broken down by years of

experience, there was not a significant difference in responses

between groups (t = 1.56, p = 0.19). Figure 3 shows the responses

to the first clinical vignette based on practice area for those with

greater than ten respondents. There was not a significant

difference in responses based on clinical practice [H(5) = 5.1, p =

0.2]. The trend appeared that those in academic/research (80%)

and outpatient vestibular/neurological clinics (77%) had the

highest rate of always assessing for BPPV. When reassessing the

same patient for BPPV, there was a reduction in the number of

respondents always screening for BPPV and an increase across all

practice areas of respondents never screening for BPPV (Figure 4).
clinic with complaints of brief spinning dizzy spells from getting in and out
you assess this patient using positional testing (such as the Dix-Hallpike)?”.
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FIGURE 3

Responses from the first clinical vignette “A 65-year-old male presents to your clinic with complaints of brief spinning dizzy spells from getting in and out
of bed, looking up and down, walking, and physical activities in general. Would you assess this patient using positional testing (such as the Dix-Hallpike)?”
based on practice area of the respondent.

FIGURE 2

Responses from the follow up question to the first clinical vignette “When the patient returns the next visit following treatment for BPPV, he continues to
complain of being off balance with slight non-spinning light-headedness in response to getting in and out of bed, looking up and down, walking, and
physical activities in general. Would you reassess this patient using positional testing (such as the Dix-Hallpike)?”.

Harrell et al. 10.3389/fresc.2023.1228453
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FIGURE 4

Responses from the follow up question to the first clinical vignette “When the patient returns the next visit following treatment for BPPV, he continues to
complain of being off balance with slight non-spinning light-headedness in response to getting in and out of bed, looking up and down, walking, and
physical activities in general. Would you reassess this patient using positional testing (such as the Dix-Hallpike)?” based on practice area of the respondent.

FIGURE 5

Responses from the clinical question “A patient reports spinning vertigo
that lasts 10 s without nystagmus in the Dix-Hallpike position. What is
your diagnosis?”.

Harrell et al. 10.3389/fresc.2023.1228453
The second clinical vignette asked the respondents for their

diagnosis of a patient with subjective dizziness without nystagmus

in response to positional testing. Overall, 187 (51%) respondents

selected subjective BPPV, 111 (31%) were unable to make a

diagnosis, and the remainder chose vestibular migraine and

functional dizziness (Figure 5). In the 111 who could not make a

PT diagnosis, 87 would refer this patient to another provider.

There was not a significant difference in response rates based on

years of experience (t = 1.39, p = 0.13). Based on practice setting,

30% of those in an academic/research setting, 44% of acute care,

42% of those in home health, 31% of those in school, 61% of

those in outpatient neurologic/vestibular, 59% of those in

outpatient orthopedic, and 67% of those in sports settings

diagnosed the patient with BPPV. There was not a significant

difference in response rates based on clinical practice setting [H

(5) = 4.36, p = 0.36]. There were 40% of those in academic/

research, 36% in acute care, 42% of those in home health, 13% in

school, 41% of those inpatient rehabilitation, 29% in outpatient

neurologic/vestibular, and 23% of those in outpatient orthopedic

settings were not able to make a physical therapy diagnosis. The

providers they would refer to include Otolaryngology, Neurology,

Primary Care, Vestibular Physical Therapy, and Audiology.

The third clinical vignette focused on BPPV with vestibular

agnosia. 305 (85%) respondents correctly diagnosed this vignette as

having BPPV, while 9 (2%) stated it was functional dizziness, 5 (1%)

stated it was vestibular migraine, 45 (12%) could not make a PT

diagnosis. Figure 6 illustrates the preferred diagnosis of the third

vignette by clinical practice setting. There was not a significant
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 05
difference in responses based on years of experience (t = 0.77, p =

0.25). There was not a significant difference in response rates based

on clinical practice setting [H(5) = 1.23, p = .87]. Of the 45

respondents who could not make a PT diagnosis, 42 would refer

them to another provider. These providers included Otolaryngology,

Neurology, Primary Care, and Vestibular Physical Therapy.
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FIGURE 6

Responses from the clinical question, based on practice setting, “If you observe torsional upbeating nystagmus that fatigues in response to Dix-Hallpike
head hanging, but they report no spinning. What is your diagnosis?”.

Harrell et al. 10.3389/fresc.2023.1228453
Discussion

BPPV is the most common cause of recurrent dizziness and

vertigo. There is often delay in the diagnosis and treatment for

BPPV with documented underutilization of positional testing by

physicians in primary care and emergency departments (21).

Since dizzy patients are commonly referred for physical therapy,

we aim to investigate the level of familiarity with BPPV among

physical therapists, which has not been studied previously. We

hypothesized that there may be limited familiarity with variants

of BPPV with subtle manifestations. We further hypothesized

that clinical experience may have a positive correlation with

knowledge regarding BPPV.

The importance of a high clinical suspicion for BPPV is that

positional testing specifically Dix-Hallpike positioning for posterior

canal involvement would dictate treatment. Subjective BPPV and

BPPV with vestibular agnosia are two variants that do not fully meet

the diagnostic criteria for definite BPPV. In a cohort of 204 patients

with BPPV, 64 had subjective BPPV, and there was no significant

difference in treatment response between those with classic BPPV

and those with subjective BPPV (8). Jung and Kim treated 134

persons with BPPV, 33 of whom had subjective BPPV (22); they

found no significant difference in recovery rates between those with

or without positional nystagmus (3, 22). Uz et al. found that older

adults with subjective BPPV had improved quality of life after the

Epley maneuver (17). If recognized and correctly diagnosed, BPPV

along with its variants is effectively treated by repositioning

maneuvers that physical therapists are trained to perform.
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 06
In the first part of the first clinical vignette, which presented

a definite BPPV case, although 62% of respondents would always

assess the patient for BPPV, there is still 38% that would not

always assess a person with such classic presentation for

BPPV. The second part of the first vignette is a common

presentation of residual BPPV that is incompletely treated, in

that the patient no longer has positional nystagmus on exam

yet continues to be bothered by the same positional triggers.

The correct response should be to have a high clinical

suspicion for BPPV and to always perform positional testing

for a treatable condition. Yet the survey showed further

decrease in the number of respondents who would always

assess the patient for BPPV. The change in responses is an

almost 20% reduction in those who would always evaluate this

patient for BPPV, while not significant this trend is still

concerning as these patients will not receive appropriate

treatment. Furthermore, if physical therapists could not

recognize incompletely treated BPPV, it would be even less

likely that they would recognize subjective BPPV, as presented

in the second vignette. The AAHN Clinical Practice Guidelines

recommend testing for BPPV in those who “report a history of

vertigo provoked by changes in head position relative to

gravity” (3). While “room spinning” dizziness is considered the

hallmark symptom of posterior canal BPPV, others have

reported persons with BPPV endorsing light-headedness,

dizziness, sinking, floating, nausea, or feeling off balance (1,

23, 24). BPPV is a vestibular abnormality and can result in an

increased risk of falling and impairments in activities of daily
frontiersin.org
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living (3–5). Adults over 40 with vestibular dysfunction have a

12-fold increase in the odds of falling (25). BPPV has been

correlated to falls (4, 6, 19).

The second clinical vignette sought to capture clinicians’

understanding of subjective BPPV. From the current study, only

51% of respondents could identify subjective BPPV, and 31%

could not make the diagnosis. The lack of nystagmus in

positional testing in people with subjective BPPV likely

contributes to the low diagnosis rate. It is hypothesized that

subjective BPPV represents a subthreshold amount of dislodged

debris that is insufficient to drive vestibular nystagmus but

enough to cause subjective dizziness (2, 15, 26).

The third vignette focused on BPPV with vestibular agnosia.

Vestibular agnosia was first described in 2021 by Calzolari et al.

and is defined as “a loss of vertigo sensation in patients with

preserved inner ear functioning” (9). This phenomenon has been

primarily identified in a traumatic brain injury population but

has also been reported in older adults (9, 19, 27). A person with

vestibular agnosia would have positional nystagmus in the

positional tests but will not report vertigo. In the current survey,

the third clinical vignette sought to capture the clinician’s

understanding of BPPV with vestibular agnosia. Of the

respondents, 85% identified the scenario as BPPV, with only 12%

unable to make a diagnosis. The percentage of respondents who

correctly identified this vignette as BPPV (84%) is higher than

those who could identify subjective BPPV (51%). The presence of

an objective sign with positional nystagmus corresponding to the

stimulated semicircular canal in BPPV with vestibular agnosia

likely contributes to the consideration of BPPV. A potential

explanation is that subjective BPPV and BPPV with vestibular

agnosia are relatively recent designations that have not been

disseminated.

Several direct and indirect costs occur to the patient by not

correctly identifying subjective BPPV. The US’s average cost of

diagnosing and treating BPPV is $2 billion annually, secondary

to unnecessary imaging and referrals to specialists (3). A

systematic review by Kovacs et al. found that in persons with

vestibular vertigo, 61.3% of them had more than two specialist

consultations before receiving a diagnosis (28). Up to 50% of

persons with vertigo received a CT scan, and 18.6% received an

MRI (28). The indirect costs of untreated vertigo include 63.3%

of persons with vertigo losing working days related to their

symptoms and 5.7% leaving the workforce because of their

symptoms (29).

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, there are

approximately 225,350 physical therapists in the United States

(30). The respondents to our survey represent a small sample of

the total physical therapists in the country. Due to the

continuing education nature of the meetings where the survey

occurred, this may skew the sample to therapists more interested

in advancing their knowledge and skill set that the true

understanding of the variants of BPPV would most likely be

lower than reported in this survey. We had hypothesized that

those working in outpatient neurological/vestibular clinics with

more years of experience would have higher rates of always

screening for BPPV and recognizing the variants of BPPV. The
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 07
results from our survey showed that experience did not correlate

with the correct responses.
Conclusion

There is ongoing effort to improve the recognition and

treatment of BPPV by front-line practitioners in primary care

and emergency departments (26, 31). Our study only analyzed

physical therapists’ understanding of definite BPPV and the

relatively recently described variants with more subtle

presentation to demonstrate that there is a gap in knowledge

regarding BPPV. Potential methods of improving recognition of

BPPV would be increasing the training for BPPV diagnosis and

management in the physical therapy curriculum and increasing

access to vestibular specific continuing education courses post

licensure across clinical settings and experience. We also propose

greater collaboration and communication between the referring

physician and physical therapist to improve the care of patients

with BPPV and other vestibular disorders.
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